
 

DAV Public School Raniganj Conducted week-long Summer Camp 

 

Raniganj, 25 June 2022: Learning is not limited to the doors of classroom. Summer 

vacation offers a golden opportunity for the students to hone different life skills, while 

having fun. Children learn more by seeing. They not only enjoy but reflexively imbibe 

essence of each activity. With this aim, RLJDMC DAV Public School Raniganj organised 

a virtual as well as on-campus summer camp from 17 May 2022 to 24 May 2022 which 

marked its finale on Wednesday last. Children explored their potentials and exhibited their 

creativity in the field of art and craft, music and dance, robotics and fitness activities and 

so on. The camp was a wonderful combination of engaging hobby-based activities and 

knowledge-worthy workshops. It was organised into two categories: classes LKG to II 

with mass participation and classes III to VII in the form of contest. More than 700 

students enthusiastically participated in the camp. The parents appreciated the efforts made 

by the Principal and mentor-teachers to train their kids. During the first four days kids of 

standard LKG to II had fun galore in involving themselves in online activities like ‘Art 

and Craft’ , Fireless Cooking’, ‘Music and Dance’ and Physical activities, whereas the 

contestants from standard III to standard VII opted themselves to compete for events of 

their choice such as ‘Go As You Like’, ‘Yoga’, ‘Best Out Of Waste’, ‘Mandala painting’, 

‘Robotics’ and ‘Hair Do’ in the school premises for all six camp-days. The aim of the 

camp was to showcase their creativity, inculcate healthy habits and encourage them to 

pursue various pastimes.  

Dr. Mrs. Sucharita Chatterjee, the Principal of the school interacted with the students who 

explained their wonderful experiences of the summer camp. Reminding the students of the 

famous words of Albert Einstein: ‘Creativity Is Intelligence Having Fun’, the Principal 

highlighted the importance of such camps as these help in grooming the hidden talent of 

the students. She also assured the students that such activities, which bring about holistic 

development of children, will be organised in the future too, while reinforcing the 

implementation of NEP- 2020-based education. She distributed certificates of participation 

to the students on the concluding day. 


